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Looking for Survey Plans?
We’ve got them!
Teranet and Land
Survey Records
now have survey
plan images
available through
GeoWarehouse.ca

Plans mapped
to PIN!

Great news! Teranet and
Land Survey Records have
created an indexed listing
of survey plan images to
PIN. As a GeoWarehouse
user, you’ll be proactively
notiﬁed that survey plan
images are available for a property. A quick
search shows the list of plans, and allows for
layering of the associated PINS on the map.

Automatic
Notiﬁcation!

Teranet Enterprises Inc.
gwsales@teranet.ca
416 643 1144
Land Survey Records Inc.
info@landsurveyrecords.com
1 888 809 5513

Actual online images are in colour.

GeoWarehouse is a product of Teranet Real Estate Information Solutions

If we can show a
major insurance
company how to
save two million
dollars a year,

imagine what we can do for you.

The possibilities for your business are endless —
as long as you have imagination to guide you.
Ricoh can help optimize how your company
manages digital and paper-based information,
giving you intelligent workﬂow solutions to
help your business work better, faster, and
more efﬁciently. Change starts with imagination.
It starts with Ricoh.

ricoh.ca

WE CAN HELP
YOUR BUSINESS THRIVE
SASKTEL OFFERS COMPLETE BUSINESS
COMMUNICATIONS SOLUTIONS.
MORE THAN GREAT PHONES
SaskTel offers the most reliable, expansive networks including 100%
High Speed Internet coverage, the largest and fastest wireless network,
and the largest data network in the province.
Our team of over 400 IT Experts is dedicated to providing you the
solutions and support you deserve, 24/7!
Beyond our wireless, landline, Max™, Internet and security services,
SaskTel offers an extensive range of innovative business solutions:
t
t
t
t
t
t

Communication systems
Cloud computing
Business grade Internet services
Data hosting solutions
Business software
Hosted call handling and email solutions

And because every business is unique, SaskTel business solutions are
customizable, ensuring that you get the services that will help your
business thrive.

Contact Your SaskTel Representative

| 1-800-SASKTEL | sasktel.com/business
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Keeping in Touch
By Geoff Hogan
President, MISA ON

HAPPY NEW YEAR, MISA colleagues, and welcome
to the new Municipal Interface! As our association
continues to evolve, we are excited about the signiﬁcant
progress we’re making. Working with publisher Naylor
(Canada), Inc., Municipal Interface will take on a new
look and feel this year, in addition to the full colour
presentation. We’re also expanding its distribution to
reach non-member municipalities across Canada. Our
magazine is a strong brand marketing tool that will raise
the association’s proﬁle and assist with new member
acquisition. Along with the hard copy production of
Municipal Interface, you’ll also see an electronic version
of each edition on our website.
Speaking of our website, we launched a chapterintegrated, dynamic website on January 14. This project
was a huge undertaking that was over six months in
development. It brought together MISA/ASIM Canada,
MISA Prairies and MISA Ontario to collaborate on
a joint web presence. We are very pleased with the
results and encourage you to explore the interactive
and collaborative features of www.misa-asim.ca
The website is powered by YourMembership.com, a
software package that is speciﬁcally designed to support
associations and their unique operational requirements.
Many thanks to the volunteers on our web development
team: Shannon McKay, Sven Tretrop, Corey Halford,
Kathryn Bulko, Connie McCutcheon, and to our staff
Randy Huitema and Alison Hermansen. We couldn’t
have done it without you!
The new year also brings about new opportunities
for collaboration and networking. We have a busy year
ahead with professional development and social events
planned throughout 2013. First up is a “Mobile Summit”
on February 27 in Peterborough, Ontario, followed by a
“Cloud Workshop” on March 26 in Burlington, Ontario.
The Mobile Summit will be repeated in the Town of Essex
in southwestern Ontario on April 17. MISA Prairies
will hold its annual conference from April 14 to16 in
Banff, Alberta, and MISA Ontario’s annual conference
will take place from June 2 to 5 in Waterloo, Ontario.
We are looking forward to a fun golf day in Ontario in
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New Year,
New Developments
August and a Professional Development training day in
Toronto this fall. September will be a busy month with
the Town of Milton hosting a GIS Workshop and MISA/
ASIM Canada holding its MCIOC Summit on September
9 and 10 in Whistler, British Columbia, in conjunction
with MISA BC’s fall conference.
Collaboration is foundational to the MISA culture. We
continue to expand our committees and special interest
groups (SIGs) and encourage members and patrons
to get involved. MISA/ASIM Canada has formed
new groups to facilitate national projects of beneﬁt to
municipal IT departments, while stepping up activities
with other levels of government and with international
organizations.
A new SIG has been created for large municipalities.
With representatives from Toronto, Montreal, Vancouver
and several other cities, the group is discussing ways to
provide mutual assistance and collaborate on major IT
projects. The Large Municipalities SIG is also working to
compile a knowledge base of technological information
that can be shared with all municipalities within the
MISA community.
Another new group has been formed to assist vendors
who want to be involved with MISA/ASIM Canada
member chapters on a national basis. Several dozen
companies are members of more than one chapter. The
National Vendor Member Program Working Group,
with volunteers from MISA BC, MISA Prairies and MISA
Ontario, is developing proposals to enable vendors to
consolidate and add value to their fees for memberships
and conferences without disrupting their current
relationships with chapters. Stay tuned for more news on
this initiative later in 2013.
MISA brings together IT professionals and vendor
partners across the country. Each MISA chapter offers
great networking opportunities, regional events and
professional development activities. We collaborate on
projects both large and small, and facilitate the sharing
of best practices and new initiatives. We are off to a
great start for the new year. I hope that you’ll make
2013 the year to get involved with MISA! Q
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MISA/ASIM News
Across Canada

RIMQ Wins Award for Establishing
Network Enabling Municipalities
to Share Applications
A HIGH-SPEED NETWORK that
enables municipalities to host and
maintain applications for each other
has won a high-prestige award for
RIMQ.
The Institut d’Administration
publique du Québec presented an
Award of Excellence to RIMQ on
November 14 in Quebec City for
the Inter Cities Network Quebec
project, which has demonstrated the
capability of municipalities to share
their digital infrastructure.
The project was initiated in 2009
by a special-interest group within
RIMQ known as GVQ, or Grandes
Villes du Quebec. They used the
resources of a provincial high-speed
research network to create their
own distinct network, called RIVQ
(Réseau Inter-Villes du Québec), to
connect with each for purposes of
sharing applications.
The announcement from RIMQ –
Réseau de l’Informatique Municipale
du Québec, one of the ﬁve member
organizations of MISA/ASIM
Canada – said that the award
underscores RIMQ’s leadership in
the IT sector in Quebec.

The annual Awards of Excellence
are given to innovative, highimpact public organizations. The
awards program aims to recognize
the quality of management in
the design, development and
implementation of projects.
The Institute of Public
Administration of Quebec is a
non-proﬁt organization with a
mission to encourage excellence in
public administration, promoting
best practices and recognizing the
work of those who achieve high
standards.
RIMQ won its award in the
World City awards category. Diane
Lavallée, president of the Institut
d’Administration publique du
Québec, said, “The achievements
of the ﬁnalists demonstrate the
commitment of managers and their
teams to ﬁnd innovative solutions
to provide quality services to the
population and to improve public
management.”
Jean-Pierre Fortin, enterprise
architect for the City of Montreal
and an administrator with RIMQ,
said the award arose out of

RIMQ’s culture of mutual help and
commitment to sharing resources.
Members of the special-interest
group GVQ, comprising cities with
populations of more than 100,000
or more including Montreal, Quebec
City, Longueuil, Sherbrooke, Laval,
Trois-Rivières, Saguenay and
Lévis, provide application-hosting
services for each other by means
of individual agreements even
though they can be several hundred
kilometres apart.
Fortin is a member of the board
of directors of MISA-ASIM Canada
and recently was instrumental in the
establishment of a special-interest
group for large municipalities within
the national organization, with the
aim of carrying out collaborative
projects in the same spirit as GVQ.
The Inter Cities Network Quebec
project was described in detail
in the September 2012 issue
of Municipal Interface. RIMQ
envisions the network as being
used for additional purposes such
as videoconferencing and data
warehousing in future. Q
— Lawrence Moule
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Security in a Mobile World

Barrie Conference Reveals the
Opportunities For Achieving
Security in a Mobile Workforce
By Jane Morgan and Lawrence Moule
Municipal Interface
IT’S TIME FOR ACTION. That’s what the 10th annual
MISA IT Security Conference proclaimed. Municipal
IT departments are in a race to ﬁnd ways to securely
manage mobile devices before their proliferation creates
uncontrollable problems. The conference in Barrie,
Ontario, on October 21-23 provided delegates with
starting blocks from which to push off strongly and run
with their knowledge.
The conference revealed a mood of rising optimism.
The mobile world represents a signiﬁcant challenge
but is no longer strange and unnerving for municipal
IT security managers. Delegates spoke in familiar terms
about topics such as BYOD (bring your own device) and

Mayor of Barrie, Jeff Lehman, makes a James Bond–
style entrance to welcome delegates.
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MDM (mobile device management) and are beginning
to see them more as opportunities than threats.
“I’m going home with a lot of information that we
are going to make use of in the near future,” declared
Dwayne Laboie of Swift Current, Saskatchewan.
“BYOD is something we are planning on implementing
very soon, and we are talking about MDM. All this
information is very timely for us.”
Shawn Slack, IT director for the City of Mississauga,
commented, “There’s a little more calm among delegates
this year, more resolve to move forward. People are
taking action and talking about what they’ve done.”
Rising conﬁdence even encouraged the security
delegates, usually a somber crowd, to have fun.
There were a lot of smiles and cheerful camaraderie
as the conference organizers from the City of Barrie

Opening keynote speaker Bernard
Lord, president and CEO of the
Canadian Wireless Telecommunications Association and former
premier of New Brunswick.

Keynote speaker Alex Manea,
manager of services security
at RIM.
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embellished their theme of “Security in a Mobile
Workforce” with a James Bond motif throughout the
sessions and social events.
When the mayor of Barrie, Jeff Lehman, rolled
into the conference in a gleaming black BMW to the
signature James Bond refrain to deliver his welcoming
speech, delegates knew something was going to be
different.
“The mayor is very spontaneous; he loves doing that
sort of thing,” laughed conference chair Tony Domingues,
business systems analyst with Barrie’s Information and
Communications Technology Department. “The car was
his idea. Our staff had brainstormed about the mobility
theme and thought of using James Bond as the conference
persona – he’s certainly secure, and he uses a lot of
mobile technology!”
Bond-inspired costumes and posters entertained
delegates during the opening Casino Night at the
Holiday Inn Barrie Hotel and Conference Centre on
Sunday, October 21, and the dinner and concert the
next night featuring rockers Platinum Blonde.
But the conference was serious business, of course.
It showed that today’s mobile devices and apps can
wreak almost the same havoc as the gadgets that 007
deploys with such style.
Speaker after speaker demonstrated that, while
municipalities have every reason to be wary of mobile

Carolyn Glaser,
director of information
and communications
technology for the City
of Barrie.

Helen McLaren, chair of the upcoming
Chatam IT security conference, is
entertained by New Wave rockers
Platinum Blonde.
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devices, they also have every reason to embrace them –
primarily because they have no choice.
“Since 2011 there are now more phones serving the
world than PCs,” noted keynote speaker Alex Manea,
manager of services security at RIM.
Describing a smartphone as a mobile computing
platform, he noted that Gartner predicts that, by 2014,
90 per cent of organizations will support mobile
corporate applications of some sort.
Mobile complexity will grow as the Internet evolves.
In a thoughtful, sometimes provocative perspective
on the digital world and the demands it places on
municipal IT departments, broadcaster and blogger
Jessie Hirsch said municipalities should expect citizens
to demand customized service and involvement in the
public process. When Web 3.0 arrives, consumers will
expect to receive individual services from municipalities
on their mobile devices, including information that
anticipates their needs and expectations.
If further statistics are any indication of this
phenomenon, then the remarks of opening keynote
speaker Bernard Lord, president and CEO of the
Canadian Wireless Telecommunications Association
and former premier of New Brunswick, were timely:
Canadians are among the largest users of social networks
worldwide, sending send 10 million text messages per
hour.

Delegates place their bets using mock
currency during Casino Night, Sunday,
October 21, in the Churchhill Ballroom of
the Barrie Holiday Inn.
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Security in a Mobile World

Panel members speaking about issues concerning BYOD are, from left:
Wadeed Mian, senior security consultant, ISA –Information Systems
Architects Inc.; Tyson Rauch, manager of information security, City
of London, Ontario; Michael Peters, network security architect, Cisco
Systems Canada; Lou Milrad, principal of Milrad Law and general
counsel to MISA Ontario.

“Keep in mind that everything is moving mobile,”
Lord said. “Computing is going mobile. Transactions are
moving mobile. That’s where consumers want to be.”
It won’t be long, he predicted, before many
consumers forego their traditional wallets and choose
to make purchases by means of credit card numbers
accessed through their smartphones.
“Security is paramount for transactions, just as it is for
enabling people to bring their own devices to the ofﬁce.
Mobility only works as long as long as your systems are
secure and you can protect the private information of
the individual as well as the corporate information of the
municipality. I’m sure many of you are dealing with that
challenge right now.”
Conversations with delegates revealed that the
pressure to incorporate mobility into their systems is
being generated more from municipal executives and
employees than from the public. It’s an unexpected
development.
“Three years ago, nobody was even thinking about
using their iPad or iPhone as a corporate device,”
remarked David Laneville of the City of Timmins, who
was chair of the security conference in 2009. “Now it’s
at the forefront of demands.
“We have a lot of catching up to do as practitioners
to ﬁnd the right mix of solutions to make different
devices work with our existing back-end systems while
not letting people inﬁltrate our operations and keeping
our end users happy.”
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Vendors and delegates in the exhibit
area of the security conference.

The conference offered plenty of ideas. There were
presentations from the cities of Belleville, Peterborough,
London and Toronto, demonstrating their progress with
mobile strategies and systems. Presenters from companies
such as Forester, Salesforce, Deloitte, Ixia and NCI gave
advice about best practices to deal with issues associated
with cost, device selection, legal liability and compliance.
In the exhibit area, conveniently arranged outside
the Churchill Ballroom at the Holiday Inn Barrie Hotel
and Conference Centre, delegates intently examined
the offerings from 15 vendors. Their technologies
encompassed mobile device provision, access,
monitoring and encryption; network infrastructure;
virtualization of servers and desktops and integrated
communication solutions.
Vendors reported brisk trafﬁc and several remarked
that they were talking to “the right people.” Delegates
said they were impressed by how rapidly mobile security
technologies have advanced.
“This conference shows that some of the wireless
technologies have caught up with the newer forms of
mobility and that there are ways to secure and bring
those technologies into the municipal workplace,”
commented Scott Bradford of the City of North Bay.
Sven Tretrop of Mississauga expressed surprise at the
extent of the exhibitors’ innovations: “I didn’t even know
that some of these things were possible!”
A few examples of new offerings from the vendors
included:
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MISA IT SECURITY CONFERENCE
SPONSORS
GOLD
Compugen, Digital
Boundary Group, NCI,
Purple Forge
SILVER
Airwatch, HP, Point to Point
Communication s, SHI
Canada, Salesforce
BRONZE
Compu-SOLVE, Microworks; On the Air
Networks, Paul’s Lock,
Security Matters, Sungard
Public Sector, Titan PCs

EXHIBITORS
Airwatch
Barracuda Networks
Cisco
Compugen
Conexsys Communications
Digital Boundary Group
Empowered Networks
HP
Ixia
NCI
Ping Identity
Point to Point
Communications
Purple Forge

Delegates share experiences over lunch. The conference
revealed growing optimism about the ability of municipalities
to manage security issues for the mobile workforce.

• A single-sign-on product from Ping Identity that enables
users to access multiple systems using their Facebook or
Google password;
• A tool called Core Impact from Empowered Networks
that lets organizations conduct their own automated,
continuous penetration testing, including of mobile
devices;
• Device-management software from Airwatch that
enables documents to be securely pushed out to iPads,
for example for use by emergency responders.
The exhibits pointed to an ever-increasing number of
mobile-management products coming from IT security
providers. That’s the expectation of exhibitor Priscilla
Petgrave of Conexsys Communications Ltd., a reseller of
enterprise security solutions.
“Every one of our suppliers is building their product
strategy around the bring-your-own-device phenomenon,”
she said. “There are many products now that give you
mobile security and controls that were not available
before.
“A year ago, BYOD was new and many governments
did not allow it. But now it’s mainstream. If governments
do not have to provide their employees with devices, and
need only to make sure that the data is secure and the
applications are controlled, then it’s a cost saving for them
and a beneﬁt to everybody.”
In sum, the focus for mobile IT security in municipalities
has moved to empowerment from avoidance,
observed Carolyn Glaser, director of information and

communications technology for the City of Barrie and,
with Domingues, leader of the conference organizing
team.
Glaser said she received positive feedback from the
delegates for a conference that gave them opportunities to
tackle mobile security issues in a holistic way.
“We can all see that there are tools available for
mobile security, and it’s now a matter of honing in on
exactly what the municipality you are supporting is trying
to achieve, and then making sure that you line up the tools
to make it happen.”
Delegates found the smooth running of the conference
impressive, especially considering that it was the largest of
its kind ever held, with 210 registrants.
“They’re an organized, cohesive team with lots of
energy,” praised Helen McLaren of Chatham-Kent, who
will be chair of the next IT security conference taking place
from October 22 to 24, 2013, in the Town of Chatham.
“This team will be a hard act to follow, that’s for sure.”
The Chatham-Kent conference will be able to build on
the conﬁdence that delegates gained in Barrie for building
mobile security strategies. Bruno Mangiardi of the City
of Greater Sudbury, for example, said the conference
showed him that today’s technologies can support his
strategy to secure corporate devices ﬁrst, then employees’
devices, and ﬁnally devices for the delivery of external
applications.
“Mobile – we don’t have to be afraid of it any more,”
Mangiardi said. Q
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Security in a Mobile World

Payment Card Industry Data
Security Standards
By Tracy Larson
The City of Calgary
DON’T WRITE IT. Don’t store it.
Those are just two of the more than 200
requirements the City of Calgary has tackled in
its journey to achieve payment card industry (PCI)
security compliance. Calgary was the ﬁrst – and
continues to be the only – municipal government to
achieve level 2 merchant compliance in Canada.
Level 2 applies to credit card transactions valued
at $1 million to $6 million a year, a level set by the
PCI Security Standards Council. Launched in 2004 to
protect sensitive electronic information, the Council
stipulates that any merchant that stores, processes,
or transmits cardholder data must be compliant. The
Council sets the requirements, and the banks enforce
them.
Calgary’s road to compliance began in 2007
when Lynda Daniluk, then with IT security at the City
of Calgary, attended a PCI presentation during a
security conference.
“At the time, I had no idea the impact this would
have on the City,” says Daniluk. “This meant a
signiﬁcant change for our organization and how we
would do business.”
Simply, being PCI compliant means that no
credit card information is stored anywhere in the
Corporation system unless it is secured and encrypted.
The City of Calgary processes more than 3.5
million credit card transactions with more than $100
million in revenue each year. Twenty-two business
units across the organization handle credit card
transactions as a key activity of their business.
This continues to grow with the increased focus on
e-Government and online services.
When Calgary was ﬁrst faced with becoming PCI
compliant, chief ﬁnancial ofﬁcer Eric Sawyer took
immediate ownership. “We started this journey in
2008 when I was still Calgary’s treasurer and director
of ﬁnance and supply,” says Sawyer. “We had to
decide: does the City want to continue taking credit
cards as a method of payment? The answer was a
ﬁrm ‘yes’.”
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Getting Started
At the beginning of 2010, Daniluk moved to the
Treasury Division as the project manager responsible
for implementing PCI across the organization and was
supported by a strong team of business and IT experts
throughout the City.
“It took a collaborative effort to build an internal
network, buy and install the required equipment,
and get it tested,” says Daniluk. “The key factor was
having support from the top. That in itself was the most
important thing the organization could have done –
senior management recognized this as a priority and
championed the problem.”
The City has more than 30 business units, delivering
more than 500 types of services. Determining where
credit cards were being used was daunting and
required networking across the organization to get the
message out.
A team was formed with key players from across
the organization’s business units as well as senior
management to provide governance on compliance
decisions. Business units with the largest numbers of
credit-card transactions were at the table, including
Recreation, Transit, Development & Building Approvals
and, of course, IT.
There were major challenges. All hardware and
software had to be PCI compliant when transactions
were being processed. Processes had to be reviewed
and reworked while still meeting speciﬁc business
needs and standards of customer service. Employees
had to be educated and trained. Plus, it was vital to
have a sustainment model in place for annual audits.
The Recreation department’s booking and scheduling
system required a signiﬁcant investment to build a
secure card-data environment. The resulting technical
infrastructure along with an updated business process
succeeded in making the booking system 100 per
cent compliant. This network regularly undergoes
vulnerability scanning.
All other areas used e-commerce or process
payments through a stand-alone PIN pad. E-commerce
business units upgraded to a PCI-compliant payment
gateway, updated their business processes, and now
undergo regular vulnerability scanning. Business units

MUNICIPAL

that only processed payments through a stand-alone
PIN pad updated both the pad (making it chipenabled) and their business processes.
Another challenge was the different processes
across the organization. Credit card information
was taken over the phone; stored in Rolodexes for
easy access; sent via facsimile; or received through
e-mail – all of which are non-compliant. Processes
were re-engineered and changes implemented based
on business goals and the need to meet compliance
requirements.
To build awareness for those employees managing
transactions, more than 1,000 staff members were
certiﬁed by the City’s PCI e-Learning program, which
is called Safe Handling Credit Card Procedures.
This program explains PCI, the policy and the steps
involved in being compliant.
After three years, 388 business processes were
developed, and 280 new procedures for hardware
and software were implemented in order to adhere
to the more than 200 PCI-DSS requirements. Calgary
was granted compliance on January 25, 2012.

Maintaining Compliance
Once Calgary achieved PCI compliance, the next
step was to maintain it.
Today, Daniluk is still with the Treasury Division as
the PCI coordinator for all City business units and one
of three people who have achieved certiﬁcation from
the PCI Security Standards Council as an internal
security assessor (ISA). Rita Jacobsen, also from
Treasury, and Christopher Scutchings from Information
Security have also received their ISA certiﬁcation.
(Treasury and Information Security are the two key
stakeholders for this process.)
Each year an external auditor reviews the 254
requirements to ensure that the City is continuing to
meet them. A governance committee was established
and meets quarterly to review the current PCI status
and deal with any issues. Additionally a PCI and
IT working group meets monthly to ensure that the
280 IT procedures already implemented are being
followed.
An audit ensures staff are complete the Safe
Handling Credit-Card Procedures program annually
and that business processes and IT procedures are
being followed across the organization.
Four areas of compliance are involved:
• Communication – Creating awareness across the
organization for those who work with transactions.
• Hardware – All hardware used to process credit
cards must be certiﬁed by the PCI council.
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Eric Sawyer and Lynda Daniluk of the City of Calgary

• Software – All software used to process credit
cards must be certiﬁed from the PCI Council
PA-DSS or Payment Applicant.
• Business practice – All business processes and IT
procedures must be updated on a regular basis
and followed.
If the City is found non-compliant, it may face ﬁnes
and penalties from the credit card industry, including
being prohibited from processing credit card
transactions. From a public relations standpoint, this is
unacceptable.
“It’s like being pregnant,” says Daniluk. “You either
are or you’re not. There’s no 90 per cent here.”
Another challenge is the growth in mobile and
personal devices connected to the corporate network,
which has signiﬁcantly increased during the past
two years. While the PCI Security Standards Council
issued a paper on security guidelines for mobile
devices in September 2012, credit-card acceptance
through mobile devices is still in its infancy. At this
point, the City does not process credit card payments
in this manner.
Compliance also requires Calgary to have
“control” over all hardware and software that is
used to process transactions. This includes running
current anti-virus patching of applications and regular
scanning.
When employees work from home, they use their
own computer to access the network. At this time, City
staff who telework are not allowed to process credit
card payments from home.
As Calgary continues to evolve in the digital world,
its processes will evolve along with it. Q
Tracy Larson is a writer for the City of Calgary. She can be
reached at tracy.larson@calgary.ca.
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Security in a Mobile World

City of Peterborough –
Mobile Progress and Direction
By Nick Powers
City of Peterborough, Ontario
HOW TO MANAGE mobile devices
may confound many municipalities,
but Peterborough is moving to solve
the puzzle with its new Mobile
Device Policy.
In fact, for the City of
Peterborough 2012 will most
certainly go down as the year of the
mobile device. Since our original
plan for managing mobile devices
was developed in 2011, we have
implemented new initiatives, learned
valuable lessons, and identiﬁed
missing pieces.
Here is a report on our progress.

and iPad (with 43 and 44 devices respectively). In
addition, we are expecting that number to further
increase to 150 by the summer of 2013 if current
demands continue.
Based on user feedback, the technology adoption
rate for Apple can be primarily attributed to three
elements:
• Creation of the Mobile Device Policy permitting their
use
• Number of applications available for use (both
personal and professional)
• Comfort level and ease of use
During the past year we have started to see the Apple
iPad begin to replace corporate laptops in speciﬁc
areas of the organization. Although the iPad is not a
complete replacement for the laptop, remote access
services such as Citrix are beginning to blur the line
between laptop and tablet.

The Plan

Mobile Device Policy

As originally reported at the 2011 MISA Security
Conference and in the January 2012 issue of Municipal
Interface, the City of Peterborough IT department,
after a long and detailed process, developed a
comprehensive report including clear objectives to be
met over the following 6 to 12 months. It contained 25
recommendations for addressing mobile devices within
the corporation, which were then reduced to a set of ﬁve
key items to be addressed in the short term.
This short list included:
• Policy
• Support expectations for both IT and end users
(support matrix)
• Mobile-device management (MDM)
• Standard build and controls
• Corporate services and applications.

In October 2012, the Mobile Device Policy for the
City was ofﬁcially approved – the most important
recommendation coming from our 2011 mobile device
report. Embedded within this policy were key items
including:
• Support matrix – what users can expect for support
• Minimum security-control standards
• Authorization forms – device requests must be
approved by manager
• Roles and responsibilities – for both IT and the device
owner.

Current Status
At the beginning of 2012, Peterborough had
approximately 5 Apple devices and 135 BlackBerry
devices. Twelve months later and at the time of
writing this article, the City now has 87 Apple and
109 BlackBerry devices. We have seen a very rapid
adoption rate for the Apple devices, both the iPhone
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Support Matrix
In our mobile device report, we recommended focusing
on the delivery of services only for Apple iOS and
BlackBerry devices. Android was, and still is, viewed as
a security risk based upon its ease of compromise and
the lack of controls within the Google app marketplace.
We developed the support matrix to provide a clear
and simple reference document for users as well as
IT staff to use when determining device and service
support levels. The matrix outlines which devices and
public applications are supported, and the corporate
services available. This is a living document that will
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be reviewed semi-annually to ensure that we are
addressing the needs of our users.

Mobile Device Management (MDM)
and Security Controls
Before 2012, our BlackBerry enterprise server (BES)
was the only solution we had for managing our
mobile assets. At the time it was only capable of
managing BlackBerry-based devices.
As a result, in early 2012 we began to research
possible MDM solutions to address our Apple and
possibly our BlackBerry requirements as well. In the
end we settled on the product MobiControl from SOTI.
Although it does not manage our BlackBerry assets,
we felt it met our Apple-device requirements and did
so at a reasonable cost.
When researching MDM solutions, we became
aware that they all generally provide the same
controls for Apple iOS devices. This is because Apple
dictates what they can and cannot do on the iOS
platform. As a result, it is not the security controls
available that distinguish the MDM products but rather
the “wrapper” services around those controls. Services
such as reporting, device onboarding and servicedelivery model are what separate the various MDM
solutions from one another.
In addition to the MobiControl solution we also
developed a standard mobile-build process that
would address the majority of our devices, with
adjustments to the baseline being performed as
requirements dictated. While the initial security
controls implemented by the City are minimal, for the
average user they provide an acceptable level of risk
while ensuring usability of the device.
These controls include:
• Strong password
- Six alpha-numeric characters, one special
character
- One-hour timeout
- 90-day password expiry
- No repetition of previous passwords.
• Admin control locking (cannot remove password)
• Remote locking capability
• Remote wiping capability.
To determine the level of device management
necessary and the corresponding security controls to
be implemented, we looked at three key areas:
• Usage requirements – what is the purpose of the
device?
• Organizational risk tolerance – what level of risk is
deemed acceptable?
• End user – who is the intended user of this device?
As with the support matrix above, we will review
the current MDM solution and our requirements
annually to ensure that the solution continues to meet
our needs.
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Services/Applications
It is the access to services and applications that drive the
mobile workforce. First and foremost in the minds of City
of Peterborough staff was the ability to access corporate
e-mail, calendar and contacts with their mobile device.
As a result, our core service-delivery goal for 2012 was
the integration of corporate Novell Groupwise e-mail to
our new Apple devices.
Groupwise has been successfully integrated with
the BlackBerry enterprise server for several years and
thus was not an issue. Through the use of Novell Data
Synchronizer we were able to achieve our goal and
deliver fully integrated e-mail, calendar and contacts to
the Apple devices.
Outside of e-mail, we began to develop web-based
applications targeted at corporate mobile devices,
speciﬁcally the Apple iPad. These applications have
made the previously paper-based process more efﬁcient,
effective and automated.
Of note, during the past year a separate project was
undertaken to replace our existing and outdated remoteaccess solution for staff. As a result of the dramatic
move to a more mobile workforce, the requirements for
this project were signiﬁcantly affected since we needed
to ensure that the remote-access solution selected was
accessible and usable from mobile devices such as the
Apple iPad.

Bring Your Own Device (BYOD)
We initially prepared our Mobile Device Policy with
BYOD incorporated into it and had intended to roll out
both corporate and BYOD initiatives at the same time.
As we approached the end of the policy-development
phase, however, it became apparent that BYOD raised
a number of questions without answers. To ensure a
smooth introduction, we decided to release the policy
without BYOD supported until we could address the
outstanding issues.
As a result, our current corporate mobile-device policy
does not allow the use of personal mobile devices.
This does not mean that BYOD will not be available; in
fact, we are anticipating that 2013 will be the BYOD
year within the City of Peterborough. In anticipation,
we have begun to develop appropriate and necessary
documentation such as user agreements to support the
BYOD movement. In addition, discussions on the topic of
cost reimbursement (stipend) have begun.

Lessons Learned
As with any new initiative there are lessons to be
learned. Here are a few we learned over the past year.
IT Staff Support – Since your IT staff must work with
and use these devices if they are expected to support
them, it’s smart to provide these new devices and
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ensure that staff remains current and
comfortable with the technology.
In addition, it is likely you will
experience, as we have, a slight
increase in support requests and
requirements related to the new
mobile devices. Proactive planning

on how mobile support will be
managed is important.
The Demand – Be prepared when
you open the ﬂoodgates. We never
anticipated that the demand for
Apple devices would be as high as
it was.

Baby Steps – As stated previously,
we initially tried to introduce a new
mobile device policy with BYOD
at the same time. In the end, both
require similar but distinguishing
requirements that we believed
should be separated. Try starting
with no BYOD, and gradually work
your way toward it if you can.
Predictions are Impossible – You
cannot predict all of the cases that
staff will present for using these
devices. Have a general plan, and
be ﬂexible with your implementation.
Don’t Over-Control – Each
organization needs to determine its
appropriate level of risk and control
as it relates to mobile devices. The
temptation to over-control is always
there, but we must be aware not
to deﬂate the potential beneﬁts of
these devices when developing and
applying controls.

What the Future Holds
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This year was indeed the year of the
mobile device for Peterborough. Not
only have we seen dramatic growth
in the number of these devices within
our organization, but we fully expect
that growth to continue well into
2013.
Although our efforts were
primarily targeted at the
management of these devices, we
still remain focused on making
the transition from mobile-device
management to data management.
Staff members want choice when it
comes to their access methods, and
3:59 AM
our IT department’s primary focus
is the protection of the information
assets of the organization.
A solution that meets both
objectives is our long-term
strategy. Q
Nick Powers is IT security manager,
City of Peterborough and chair of
MISA Ontario’s Information Technology
Security Special Interest Group.
He can be reached at npowers@
peterboroughutilities.ca.
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Ensuring Data Integrity in
Open Government
By John Craig
Purple Forge Corporation
This article is based on an excerpt from a presentation
to the MISA IT Security Conference in Barrie, Ontario, in
October 2012.
OPEN-DATA INITIATIVEs in government have been
becoming more prevalent during the past decade, as
governments at all levels have striven to provide licencefree access to their data.
Software developers have taken this open data –
covering such broad areas as weather conditions,
service schedules and city reports – and, through the use
of application programming interfaces (APIs) for other
web services such as Google Maps and Facebook,
have created derivative applications (apps) that let us
visualize and interpret our world in a different way.
This can create potential problems, however.
Data integrity cannot be left up to the development
community. In fact, what has been oversold in the
open-data movement is the altruistic thought that the
developers who build apps using city information would
add to the long-term beneﬁt of citizens.
This isn’t always the case, although certainly some
interesting applications have been created using open
data published by municipalities. These include GPSbased bus-tracking applications, recycling-schedule apps
and maps of common intersections for accidents.

Figure 1: Reported bike issues mapped
against a Google Map
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But what happens to these apps when the datastream format changes or the content goes stale? What
happens if the terms of use related to the APIs change?
Answer: The application breaks and no longer provides
value to citizens.

Who is in Charge?
Outcomes like these are the simplest cases of dataintegrity issues in open government and generally can
be easily detected and ﬁxed. Nevertheless the critical
question is raised – who should be monitoring and
maintaining the data and derivative applications? The
municipality or the application developer?
Open-data initiatives aren’t free. The municipality has
to pay to capture the data, make it openly available and
keep the content up to date.
Software developers have to be paid to build apps
using the data and must maintain them against the
implicit volatility of the development environment chosen
to host the app. This volatility could come in the form of
changes in the APIs used to create the apps, such as the
terms of service that governs the use of Google Maps
or, in the case of mobile applications, the ever-changing
hardware and operating systems of the mobile devices
on which the apps are coded. This isn’t cheap.
If the data released is going to provide value to
all citizens, the municipality must play a greater role.
Only the municipality and its elected ofﬁcials have the
responsibility to act on behalf of and for the beneﬁt of
the public at large. Developers will act mostly in their
own economic self-interest, doing what they need to
do to win the app contest or earn a margin on their
product.
Unless the municipality steps up to take a ﬁrm role
in how the derivative applications using its data are
funded and produced, the integrity of the municipal data
can be brought into question.
The City of Ottawa faced this situation with the
release of Discover Ottawa, the tourism-and-economicdevelopment application for Ottawa. Ottawa had
just run an open-data, mobile-app contest, and was
subsequently challenged by the press about why it had
paid for a mobile application to be developed.
The answer turned out to be simple. None of the
open-data mobile apps built for the contest fulﬁlled
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Government
officials such
as Mayor
Bloomberg
of New York
and Mayor
Cory Booker of
Newark had to
act and declare
that the only
“official” sources
of information
were those of the
government.

Figure 2: Digitally
doctored photos
of sharks in
New York and
New Jersey after
hurricane Sandy

Ottawa’s mandate of providing bilingual application
services to its citizens. So the City had to build its own.
Although its data was open, the development
community had ignored 15 per cent of the population
who spoke French as a ﬁrst language and 37 per cent
who spoke both languages.
The Discover Ottawa case demonstrates what can
happen when open data is only used selectively by the
development community. What happens if the data is
altered to make an ofﬁcial stream of data look like it has
something a little bit extra in it?
Recently during Hurricane Sandy, individuals
were spreading incorrect information through Twitter,
including digitally doctored pictures of sharks in
the New York subway and in ﬂooded New Jersey
neighborhoods. Government ofﬁcials such as Mayor
Bloomberg of New York and Mayor Cory Booker of
Newark had to act and declare that the only “ofﬁcial”
sources of information were those of the government.
What the mayors were suffering with Twitter was the
signal-to-noise ratio. Their signal was only as strong
as the people following Twitter were able to interpret
it and ﬁlter the noise of the non-government sources of
misinformation.
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Misuse of Municipal Data
Data integrity has a lot to do with developing channels
of information that can be considered ofﬁcial, timely
and trustworthy. Channels like Twitter can spread a lie
as fast as a truth. While it is open and the crowd can
correct it, it can take some time for the crowd to bring
this misinformation to light, which can waste signiﬁcant
time in a crisis.
Municipal data in particular is very vulnerable
to misuse because of its implicit local nature, and
particularly so by developers looking to recoup their
development costs through advertising. By opening data
to third-party developers without strict control over the
way that derivative application information can be used,
a municipality could, as an example, be selling its own
citizens’ data to a hyper-local advertising service.
The developer could be collecting information
about who is using the app by using local municipal
information as the hook to entice them. Postal codes and
GPS data can be collected and juxtaposed against other
open-data streams of data and APIs, including socialmedia sites and real-estate information, to give a strong
ﬁnancial portrait of the user.
Many of the cities running open-data programs have
recognized this risk legally. Some disavow derivative
apps using the municipal open data, making sure
citizens know they are not an ofﬁcial source of data. The
City of Toronto is very clear on its open-data website
that no apps developed can be considered “ofﬁcial”
apps of the City of Toronto.

Figure 3: Excerpt from City of Toronto Open Data License
Agreement

Create Ofﬁcial Apps
Nevertheless, the cities that are releasing ofﬁcial apps
are reaping the communications advantages of being
able to connect with citizens in an ofﬁcial capacity.
They are also creating an environment of highintegrity communications, including being able to
use them as clear channels for crisis communications.
Both Calgary and Regina have been able to do this
effectively for the past two years.
Calgary was able to send push-notiﬁcation
updates to all ﬁve of its ofﬁcial mobile apps when
a major pipe-break occurred under Crowchild Trail
in December 2012, shutting down all three lanes of
the road for days. Regina has twice used the push-
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notiﬁcation services in its city app
to warn citizens of a boil-water
advisory in 2011 and again in
2012 to suspend its ﬂu clinics
during the Novartis ﬂu-vaccine
recall.

Figure 4: City of Regina and City
of Calgary leverage ofﬁcial city
applications and push notiﬁcations
to share critical information with their
citizens

For these cities with ofﬁcial apps,
the goal of open data has been
as an enabler for city application
development – not an end game
where the data integrity is left up
to the development community. By
creating an ofﬁcial series of apps,
cities will ensure that their data is
represented in a manner that works
to the beneﬁt of citizens and also
provides a clear channel in times of
crisis. Q
John Craig is vice president, sales &
marketing, at Purple Forge Corporation
and can be reached at john.craig@
purpleforge.com.
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Engaging Your Workforce in
Reducing Security and Privacy Risks
By John Proctor
CGI
This article is based on a presentation to the
MISA BC Fall Conference at Harrison Hot Springs in
September 2012.
THERE ARE MANY deﬁnitions of security and its
objectives. Providing security is viewed as a key role of
government, be it federal, provincial or municipal.
All three layers of government deliver security services
in one form or another such as policing, for example. In
all cases, citizens must have trust and conﬁdence that, to
a certain degree, they can safely and privately go about
their daily lives without threats or undue interference.
If we focus on information security, multiple deﬁnitions
again abound but, ultimately, it comes down to trust and
conﬁdence. In government, do your constituents trust
you with their data? Do they have assurance that you
will maintain the appropriate degree of conﬁdentiality,
integrity and accessibility?

Security Conundrum
A quick search on the Internet will show that a number
of very reputable organizations advocate the notion that
“humans are the weakest link in the security system.”
They then go on to suggest that buying new technology
is the answer.
Humans are, in fact, at the core of every security
threat. As a general rule, the average PC doesn’t decide
on its own to hack into the land registry of its own
municipality. There is a person behind the keyboard,
controlling the botnet, designing the Web apps with
vulnerabilities. Fortunately there are also people on
the front line of your organization who can effectively
respond to security threats if they are well trained and
motivated.
As a general rule, IT folks like technology. We talk in
terms of logic and binary decision making (for example,
the answer to “Do you want a coffee?” is binary –
“yes” or “no.” It is not, “I’m good,” which is more of a
declarative statement).
When it comes to Christmas or birthday presents,
we ask for new gadgets. Technology follows rules set
by humans; we can turn it on and off and, unless we
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program it or instruct it do so, it doesn’t disagree with
us.
After technology, we also prefer to rely on policies
and processes to deal with security issues. At the
very bottom of our “like to deal with list” are people.
Nevertheless, either by accident or design, people
represent the actual threat to security, both internally and
externally. The real security challenge then is dealing
with people.
How do we take this concept of humans as a security
weakness and turn it around to make them a security
asset?

People as Security Assets
While most security standards – from the global ISO
27001 to Canada’s ITSG-33 – all strongly recommend
that you engage the workforce in minimizing security
threats, there are no mandatory standards.
Creating a purchase order for a new security solution
or writing a new policy on BYOD (Bring Your Own
Device) is often a lot easier and certainly more painless
than working with people. There are many people who
don’t like the concept of or even the word security. In a
bizarre twist, these same people like the word privacy
but don’t understand the link between security and
privacy – that security is required to ensure privacy.
In these situations, it’s necessary to take a step back
and look at the rationale for the security services you
are trying to provide along with the demographics of
your workforce. It’s important to align your security
requirements with the perspectives and expectations of
your staff.
Younger professionals in particular are accustomed
and expect to be connected to the world outside of
the organization where they work. The concept of not
sharing data and information or the potential threat
in using social media is hard for this demographic to
understand. Therefore, the gap between the level of
security understanding and what is actually required
by the organization can be much greater than the gap
experienced with older colleagues.
Some form of education and training is needed
to close this gap. The aim of this training is to bring
employees up to the level required by their jobs and
responsibilities. One of the key steps for developing
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behind the security goals, and providing a reason for
helping the organization achieve those goals.
In effect, the aim is to “socially engineer” security
into the organization. Even though many pundits have
pronounced the dangers of social engineering, the concept
has been around for longer than computers have existed.
All of us to varying degrees have come across
various forms of social engineering, from anti-drunkdriving campaigns to general advertising. With respect
to information security, we need to employ a combined
social-technological-behavioural campaign to make
unsecure behaviour socially unacceptable.

Making People the Smart Sensor

John Proctor

this training is some form of job analysis that identiﬁes
the level of security knowledge, skills, abilities or other
attributes (KSAO) required for a position.
It’s hard to determine the type of training required
without at least some form of analysis, although
many organizations will go ahead and train without
this information. Using a job analysis to deﬁne the
KSAOs can create a legally defensible position should
something happen – something that is generally very
appreciated by the HR department, in-house council and
executive management.
As part of the job analysis, it’s important to refer to
the organization’s statement of sensitivity and threat and
risk analysis. The people who comprise an organization
are rarely homogenous in data-handling requirements.
For example, there is a difference between someone
who has limited access to personal information and
someone who can modify, consolidate, and transfer
signiﬁcant amounts of it. We need to make the training
relevant to the audience, or the degree of understanding
and retention will be limited.
One of the fundamental challenges particularly for
younger employees is addressing the “Why” part of the
equation – why is security important and, to a certain
extent, what’s in it for me? This speaks to motivation and
is arguably one of the most difﬁcult and time-consuming
tasks in training your workforce.
You probably have a number of security rules
that, if not followed, have administrative or punitive
consequences. These are extrinsic motivators that humans
often ignore quite successfully (much like speed limits).
Intrinsic motivators are needed instead. These
motivators drive employees to achieve security goals
based on self-interest. Factors that help to build this
intrinsic motivation include training personnel to believe
they have both the opportunity and skills to make a
difference, imparting an understanding of the rationale

When discussing IT security we often refer to three pillars
– people, processes and technology. We generally invest
in processes and technology but rarely in people. Although
we buy an intrusion detection system and other technology,
rarely do we look at the business case for investing in our
people.
Security is only as good as the sum of its parts. In reality,
we may get more security for our money by investing in
people.
A challenge to overcome, however, is pushback from
other departments with respect to the amount of investment
required. This is why a top-down approach is an absolute
necessity. Getting executive buy-in requires both a
contextual roadmap and a sequence of justiﬁcations that are
presented in the language of the executive, not in techno
babble. You may have all the right reasons listed in a great
PowerPoint presentation, but if they are not understood you
will get nowhere.
Nevertheless, if you can get the message across that,
having already paid for the human sensor, you are simply
going to motivate that sensor to be smarter about security, it
can be a very cost-effective security solution.

Investing in People
Getting people to be part of the security solution is an
often-mentioned but rarely well implemented approach to
better security. Lip service, throwaway lines in policies or
token e-learning are the norm.
Emphasizing and investing in the human security pillar,
however, can provide you not only with the best security
but the most “bang for your buck.”
This is especially true for government organizations
and their elected ofﬁcials, who rely on the approval of
their constituents for permission to collect and manage
data. It is essential that their employees understand both
the importance of the information held and the burden
of responsibility that comes with it. This way, they are
motivated to deliver the security needed. Q
John Proctor, director of CGI’s National Cyber Security Practice,
can be reached at john.proctor@cgi.com.
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Business Continuity Management –
it’s Easier than You Think
By Michael Galin
ContingenSee Inc.

complicated, the business-continuity planning process
itself is straightforward.
Here is how it works.

This article is based on a presentation to the MISA IT
Security Conference in Barrie, Ontario, in October 2012.
THE CITY OF TORONTO is developing a new enterprisewide business-continuity program. By developing
this program in-house and using an easy-to-follow
methodology, the program supports the needs of the
various City divisions, speaks the City’s own corporate
language, and ﬁts seamlessly into existing emergencymanagement programs.
Business-continuity management (BCM) may sound
complicated, but it is much easier that you think.
Essentially, it boils down to risk management: how
to ensure that business processes are appropriately
resilient and can be recovered when needed. Businesscontinuity plans (BC plans) are not speciﬁc to any
one cause and can be used for all types of business
disruptions.
The key step is determining how long you can
tolerate a process being out and then making plans to
ensure that, no matter what, it is not out any longer.
It really is that simple. While some of the recovery
procedures you eventually put into place may be

Recovery –
Disruption

BCM is not Expensive
Before you spend money on a business-continuityplanning software tool, understand what it can and
cannot do.
The reality is, no matter how many bells and whistles
such a tool has, it will not create or run your businesscontinuity program. Tools do not write plans – people
write plans. Tools can help you organize the plan
contents, but some of the most effective BC plans I have
seen have been written with common ofﬁce applications
such as MS Word and MS Excel.
Despite what the vendors tell you, tools require
people. It always looks simple and intuitive when the
vendor demonstrates the product, but it took a lot of
training and constant use to make it look that easy.

Quick Recovery is not the Goal

Full availability and quick recovery is not the goal.
Process resilience and instant recovery can be very
expensive, and typically the longer you can wait to
recover a process, the less the recovery costs.
While the price of recovery goes down over
Impact Cost
time, however, the impact of the disruption
goes up. A recovery-time objective (RTO)
Continuum
should be a balance between the cost of
recovery and the cost of losses.

“Critical” is not Important

Michael R. Galin
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Most organizations label their processes as
either “critical” or “non-critical.” This is a
ﬂawed approach because nobody wants to
be non-critical. You will not collect accurate
business-impact information if the people you
are interviewing are worried about being
considered non-critical. Besides, critical does not
mean that it needs to be resilient or recoverable
immediately.
Knowing that a process is considered critical
does not tell you how long you can tolerate
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Keep the BIAs and BC Plans Simple

A BIA report should serve as a dashboard
to support decision-making, and BC plans
Impacts
0-4H
4-12H
12-24H
1-3D
3-7D
1-2W
>2W
should only contain instructions. Details can
Health, Life &
be provided, but excessive explanation is
Safety
not necessary.
BSD & Op
Impact
Create a simple template for your plans,
Public Conf &
speak
your own corporate language, and
Rep
include simple-to-follow instructions about
Media Attn.
who does what when a disruption occurs.
Avoid using a complicated plan format or
Financial
explaining why the plan is important or how
EE Morale &
it was developed. Use tables to organize
CBA
Regulatory
information.
Compliance
Your ﬁrst-generation BC plans do not
have to be pretty, and they do not have to
be perfect. The objective is to make them ﬁt
the purpose – they can be perfect in later
Michael R. Galin
www.contingensee.com
versions.
a disruption of that process. What is really important
Publish what you have in the ﬁrst-generation plan even
is to know the process’s time-criticality. By knowing
if not all departments and processes have bought in yet.
how much it costs for a process to be out over time
Do not wait until everyone is on board. The rest will be
(the impact), you can determine the most appropriate
motivated (and pressured) when they see results.
recovery-time objective.
CBCP MBCI CRISC

Recovery-Time Objective – Don’t Ask
Conduct a business-impact analysis (BIA) to determine
the time-criticality of your business processes. This will
drive the recovery-time objective (RTO.)
Just as your doctor would never prescribe treatment
without an examination, you should never write a
business-continuity plan until you have completed a BIA.
The process is straightforward: identify your business
processes, assess the impacts objectively (do not collect
opinions), and propose RTOs.
Deﬁne impact categories that are suitable to your
organization, including such items as health, life and
safety; operational impact; or ﬁnancial loss. For each
category, ask if the impact of a process disruption is nil,
low, medium or high over various time intervals.
Your analysis needs to be as objective as possible so
provide detailed deﬁnitions for low, medium and high
impacts. (Remember, you want to collect impact data,
not opinions.)
Create a simple matrix in MS Excel or another
spreadsheet tool to provide a graphic view of the
impacts for the people who will make the recovery-time
decisions.

Don’t Test Plans

Do not test plans and people. It causes too much anxiety,
and your results will be skewed because no one wants
to fail a test. Tests focus on what has failed, and those
failures are considered a negative outcome.
Plans should be exercised. Exercises train people and
focus on what can be improved. Exercise ﬁndings should
be considered a positive outcome.

IT and Recovery
The resilience and recovery plan for technology is
commonly called a disaster recovery plan (DR plan).
It is difﬁcult for some IT people to understand that
technology exists only to support business processes. It
is just another type of business dependency, no different
from facilities, equipment or human resources. It is needed
at a certain time, and that time is dictated by the needs
of the business. In BC planning, it is driven by process
RTOs. You should only recover the technology required
to support the RTOs of the business processes. If it is not
driven by an RTO, do not recover it. If it needs to be
recovered, recover it only when it needs to be in place to
support the process’s RTO.

BC Planners Don’t Write BC Plans

BCM is not Insurance

The people closest to the business process must write the
plans. BC planners should manage and facilitate plan
development – not decide how the processes will be
recovered.

Do not sell BC planning as insurance in your
organization. Insurance is a grudge purchase – you buy
as little as you need and, if nothing goes wrong, you feel
like you wasted your money.
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Privacy and Security
Identify and promote all ancillary beneﬁts of
BC planning. The BC-planning process supports
process mapping, process documentation, process
optimization, business-process reengineering, change
management and audit remediation.

Find Allies
Many organizations are driven by Internal Audit.
Since many outstanding audit ﬁndings in your
organization can probably be resolved by BC
planning, use existing audit recommendations and
management responses to support your program.
This planning can also support the mandates
of other groups in your organization, such as
Change Management and Legal. Investigate how
your program can support them and tap into their
resources.

may want to have simple assumptions in your ﬁrstgeneration BC plans and more challenging assumptions
as your program matures over time.
Remember, BC planning is not cause-speciﬁc so do not
provide planning assumptions such as “ﬁre” or “ﬂood.”
Assumptions should indicate the effect, not the cause.

BCM is Easy
Yes, it is easy. In its simplest form, your businesscontinuity management program can be broken down
into the following nine steps.
1. Project plan/buy-in
2. Risk assessment
3. BIA
or assumptions
4. RTO approvals
5. BC plan templates
6. Plan writing and
7. Sign-off
assembly
8. Training and exercises
9. Maintenance.

It’s All Right to Assume

Easy and Cost-Effective

BC plans should be built upon assumptions. When
required to write recovery strategies, most people
want to know the magnitude of the disruption they are
planning for – will it likely be a minor incident or a
total loss of everything?
To answer that question, you could conduct a threat
risk assessment or provide some assumptions. If you
choose to provide assumptions, they must be realistic,
relevant and approved by senior management.
Provide planning assumptions for various types of
dependencies, including facilities, stafﬁng, equipment
and technology. For example, the plans may assume
a 50 per cent loss of stafﬁng, or the “home” location
is unavailable for a period longer than the RTO. You

Once you have created your program and you have your
ﬁrst-generation BC plans, decide how often you want
to exercise and update them. Once a year is usually
enough, but you should also consider a refresh whenever
a signiﬁcant change occurs that would affect either an
RTO or the availability of important dependencies.
The important thing to remember is that BCM is easier
than you think – and it costs a lot less. Q
Michael Galin is a certified business continuity and risk
management professional helping to develop a new businesscontinuity-management program for the City of Toronto. He
is the senior partner at ContingenSee and can be reached at
mgalin@contingensee.com.

Business Continuity Management Definitions
BCM
BCP
BC Plan

Business-continuity management is the collective term for this activity.
Business-continuity planning is process-focused resilience and recovery planning.
Business-continuity plans are the output of business-continuity planning and include
instructions for recovery teams to follow during disruptions.

BIA

Business impact analysis is an analysis of a given business process that identiﬁes the impact
(cost) of a disruption to the process over time.

DRP

Disaster-recovery planning is a component of BCP and is usually restricted to resilience and
recovery planning speciﬁcally for technology resources, including data centres, raised ﬂoor space,
IT closets, computers and telephony.
Recovery-point objective is an expression of the acceptable amount of data loss or aging.For
example, if you back up and ship your data offsite every 24 hours, you will probably be recovering
with data that is 24 hours old (plus shipping and loading time). This would mean a 24-hour RPO.
Recovery-time objective is the period by which a process must be restored before unacceptable
losses are incurred. It is expressed in a progressive scale of hours, days and weeks.

RPO

RTO
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Municipal News
Across Canada

City of Winnipeg Breaks Ground
by Adopting CRA Business Number
THE CITY OF WINNIPEG has become
the ﬁrst Canadian municipality to
adopt the Canada Revenue Agency’s
national business number, which will
likely have signiﬁcant implications for
all Canadian municipal information
technology departments.
Winnipeg will introduce the
national business number in the
spring of 2013 for city programs
as a common identiﬁer to reduce
red tape for companies. The move
was recommended by Manitoba
businesses and is being applauded
by collaborative public sector
organizations, including MISA/ASIM
Canada for supporting the concept of
“one business, one number.”
The national business number
is a unique, nine-digit number that
identiﬁes a business and is assigned
by the Canada Revenue Agency
(CRA). Each program area uses
the same root nine-digit number
to uniquely identify its program
accounts, establishing a common
business identity across departments
and levels of government.
All three levels of government took
part in Winnipeg’s announcement
October 17. Mayor Sam Katz said,
“This process has proven to be
advantageous in other jurisdictions
by making it safe, easy and efﬁcient
for businesses to complete common
registrations, and I’m conﬁdent our
business community will embrace this
new method.”
Businesses in Manitoba started
using the number in 1995 for federal

programs such as the GST and payroll
deductions. In 2002, the province
invested more than $6.4 million in the
database and network infrastructure
that connects participating Manitoba
programs and the CRA.
In 2009, the federal government
amended legislation to permit
municipalities to adopt the business
number. Since then, a committee of
the Public Sector Service Delivery
Council known as the PSSDC Service
to Business Task Group has been
working to encourage municipalities
to join the more than 100 federal
and provincial programs using the
business number as an identiﬁer.
Winnipeg is their ﬁrst success.
MISA/ASIM Canada is represented
on the task group by executive
director Roy Wiseman.“In addition
to providing a standard format for
identifying a business that can be
used by any municipality or software
vendor, it supports exchange of
information, within guidelines,
between municipalities and other
orders of government,” Wiseman said.
“For instance, municipalities
could more easily validate with other
governments information about a
business applying for a licence or
permit. In the future, use of the single
business number could support
initiatives such as a single update
to business ‘tombstone’ information
– one update that could be shared
across all levels of government.”
Herb Vossler, manager of the data
sharing initiative in the Corporate

Support Services department and
leader of the Winnipeg initiative,
says that introduction of the business
number is the ﬁrst step in a master
data management solution for
Winnipeg, built on software from
Adastra Corporation of Markham.
Says Vossler, “Whenever
a business approaches a City
department for ... a licence or an
inspection permit, the business won’t
have to tell us over again all the
things that they have already told
CRA or the province.”
Winnipeg plans to expand
the system to other data such as
properties, Vossler said.
Throughout the implementation
of the master data management
solution, the IT department – which is
part of Corporate Support Services
in Winnipeg – will be vital, he said.
“As part of this exercise, we have
looked at every service that our
municipality provides, and realized
that there is some duplication, both
in data and processes relating to
data management.
“If we as an IT organization can
build the right architectures we
can simplify a lot of applications,”
Vossler said. “The individual departments don’t necessarily have the
perspective of the entire organization to understand what they are
duplicating and what data they
could reuse from other areas. That
requires assistance from a central IT
organization.” Q
— Lawrence Moule
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Municipal News Across Canada

Public Sector CIO Council Elects
First Municipal Co-Chair
MUNICIPALITIES HAVE SECURED a
leadership role in the organization
that is guiding Canada to a new era
in electronic service delivery, one
that will give citizens one-stop access
to services from all three levels of
government.
The Public Sector CIO Council
(PSCIOC) has been working since
1998 to promote information sharing
and collaboration across government
jurisdictions. Now for the ﬁrst time its
members have elected a municipal
representative to be co-chair.
He is Harry Turnbull, executive
director of information technology for
the City of Windsor, a past president
of MISA Ontario and a long-time
international ambassador for MISA/
ASIM Canada.
“It’s time,” Turnbull said in an
interview after his election December
3 by the federal, provincial, territorial
and municipal representatives on the
PSCIOC.
“The municipal agenda has a
much higher proﬁle at PSCIOC
meetings than it used to and it is time
now to take it to the next level and
ensure that the municipal agenda is
always front and centre in all of the
discussions.
“There is growing recognition
that a lot of the front-line delivery of
services happens at the municipal
level.”
Turnbull was nominated as the
co-chair by Per Kristensen, director
of IT for the City of Nanaimo, British
Columbia, and a founder and past
president of MISA BC. He is one of
the three municipal representatives on
the PSCIOC along with Turnbull and
Kathryn Bulko, president of MISA/
ASIM Canada.
Turnbull’s election was welcomed
by Roy Wiseman, executive director
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of MISA/ASIM Canada, who said
Turnbull has “a broader vision of
how all orders of government can
collaborate and is able to connect
on a personal level with all of the
players.”
Turnbull will share the chair’s
role during 2013–14 with Corinne
Charette, the CIO of the federal
government. The two will set
the agendas for meetings and
teleconferences, and coordinate and
control the ﬂow of discussions.
Those discussions will be
important in the development of
national standards that will enable
advancements in online identity
management, procurement, security
and open government.
The PSCIOC is one of two
organizations that comprise the
Joint Councils, the interjurisdictional
body that works to sustain the
environment necessary for publicsector collaboration in Canada. Its
other organization, the Public Sector
Service Delivery Council, also has
municipal representatives but MISA/
ASIM Canada is mostly involved
with the PSCIOC because of its focus
on advancing the technology that
supports service delivery.
The PSCIOC mission is “to enable
enhanced service to the Canadian
public through collaboration across
governments and demonstrated
leadership in the management of
information and technology.” Turnbull
said that, among many initiatives, the
PSCIOC is on the verge of proposing
national standards to enable a
common system for online identity
management and authentication
across all government levels.
“The identity management task
force has made tremendous progress
in the past six months,” Turnbull

said. “In 2013 we should be in a
position to see pan-Canadian identity
management and authentication
practices in production.”
That would enable citizens
to have transactions with all
departments of all levels of
government using one universal
log-in. It would support many
advancements in service delivery,
such as the next generation of the
BizPaL permitting and licensing
service used by many municipalities.
Once standards are in place
for identity management and
authentication, the PSCIOC will
be able to help develop BizPaL
2.0, a fully transactional, crossjurisdictional service to enable
business owners to acquire and pay
for all the permits and licences they
need through one window.
The next PSCIOC meeting where
these and other initiatives will be
discussed, and the ﬁrst for which
Turnbull will be co-chair, will take
place in Halifax in February.
Wiseman said Turnbull’s election
built on the respect gained by
previous municipal representatives
on the PSCIOC, including Gerry
Matte, Maurice Gallant and the ﬁrst
representative, Debbie Barrett, then
with the City of Mississauga.
“We should recognize this as a
major accomplishment, on a par with
Debbie Barrett being invited to join
PSCIOC in 1999,” Wiseman said.
“It signiﬁes that we have moved to
being a full and equal partner in this
important council.
“It also permits us, for the ﬁrst time,
to play a role in shaping the agenda,
rather than simply responding to
someone else’s agenda when we
show up at the meetings.” Q
— Lawrence Moule
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CANADA

National and Member Executives
National Officers

MISA Atlantic

MISA BC

PRESIDENT
Kathryn Bulko, City of Toronto
416-397-9921
kbulko@toronto.ca

PRESIDENT
Maurice Gallant, City of Fredericton
506-460-2830
maurice.gallant@fredericton.ca

PRESIDENT
Guillermo Ferrero, City of Nanaimo
250-755-4486
guillermo.ferrero@nanaimo.ca

VICE PRESIDENT
Rob Schneider, Strathcona County
780-464-8052
Rob.Schneider@strathcona.ca

VICE PRESIDENT
Donna Davis, Halifax Regional
Municipality
902-490-4417
davisd@halifax.ca

TREASURER
Barbara Davey, City of Surrey
604-591-4803
brdavey@surrey.ca

TREASURER
Garry Bezruki, City of Waterloo
519-747-8726 (fax 747-8727)
bezruki@city.waterloo.on.ca
SECRETARY
David Hennigan,
The Capital Regional District
250-360-3141
dhennigan@crd.bc.ca
www.misa-asim.ca

MISA Ontario
PRESIDENT
Geoff Hogan, County of Grey
519-376-2277
geoff.hogan@grey.ca
VICE PRESIDENT
Dan Munns, Town of WhitchurchStouffville
905-640-1910 x 285
daniel.munns@townofws.ca
TREASURER
David Laneville, City of Timmins
705-360-2605 (fax 705-360-2686)
davidl@timmins.ca
SECRETARY
Catherine Baldelli, Town of Milton
905-878-7252 x 2162
catherine.baldelli@milton.ca
www.misa.on.ca

MISA Prairies
PRESIDENT
Corey Halford, City of Airdrie
403-948-8800 x 706
corey.halford@airdrie.ca

SECRETARY
Wayne Ikesaka, City of Vernon
250-550-3540
wikesaka@vernon.ca
http://misa.bc.ca

VICE PRESIDENT
Sabina Visser, City of Lethbridge
403-320-3880
sabina.visser@lethbridge.ca

Réseau de
l’Informatique
Municipale du
Québec (RIMQ)

TREASURER
Dan Newton, City of Red Deer
403-342-8283
dan.newton@reddeer.ca

PRESIDENT
Yves Seney, Ville de Sherbrooke
819-823-8000 x 6030
yves.seney@ville.sherbrooke.qc.ca

SECRETARY
Tracy Archibald,
County of Grande Prairie #1
780-532-9722 x 155
tarchibald@countygp.ab.ca

VICE PRESIDENT
André Labonté ,
Ville de Saint-Jean-sur-Richelieu
450-357-2435
a.labonte@
ville.saint-dean-sur-richelieu.qc.ca

MEMBERSHIP
Kelly Kaban, City of Yorkton
306-786-1729
kaban@yorkton.ca
www.misaprairies.ca

TREASURER
Michel Hurteau, Ville de Sorel
450-780-5600 x 5714
michel.hurteau@
ville.sorel-tracy.qc.ca
SECRETARY
André Robitaille
Ville de St-Bruno-de-Montarville
450-653-2443 x 2911
roger.robitaille@stbruno.ca
www.rimq.com
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